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orange and pear
…a fresh perspective on gift giving
My grandfather called it “saving”. His love of looking for things; those sometimes
unusual, occasionally ordinary but always beautiful objects people had carelessly
tossed aside or found they no longer had any use for. I loved how the simple and
wonderful objects he found made their way occasionally into one of his still life
paintings. That is where my love of collecting things came from. I remember one
time a neighbor brought my grandfather a small metallic duck they wanted him to
refurbish—he was so handy at so many things—and before my grandfather stripped
the duck and repainted it, he did an oil painting of it, just as it was, because he loved
the way it looked before it was made “new” again. My grandfather showed me the
beauty of objects that served their purpose beautifully.

Orange and Pear is named for a painting my grandfather composed, a simple still
life of a glass, a ceramic jar and the two fruits in the title. It is a painting that
articulates perfectly my philosophy — it doesn’t have to be expensive, but it should
be beautiful, it should tell a story, and it should have meaning both to the one who
gives it and the one who receives it. Orange and Pear is dedicated to sourcing,
buying and bringing you the most beautiful objects I find, whether a John Derian
decoupage blowfish themed plate, a witty Jonathan Adler set of salt and pepper
shakers, or a Beehive Pewter baby cup, Orange and Pear brings you gifts that are
expertly crafted and beautifully functional.

My grandfather called it “saving” I call it Orange and Pear.
www.orangeandpear.com
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Orange and Pear
…a fresh perspective on holiday gift giving 2010
Founder Jennifer Hassell likes to think of Orange and Pear as an online art gallery of sorts.
She comes from a family of artists and although she never delved into the world of fine art,
she always looked at her work ~ buying, collecting and curating, as a fine art all on its own.
Everything at Orange and Pear has been carefully selected, in collaboration with artisans and
designers who understand that objects convey meaning and round out our lives.
Gift giving is one of the greatest pleasures of our culture – and Orange and Pear is the
trusted destination for modern, classic, and elegant holiday gifts. This year, Orange and Pear
curated holiday items to help make one’s world more beautiful. We divided our favorite gifts
into four different categories; gifts to delight the hostess, the foodie, the reliably chic, and
the new mother.
The hostess will bask in the warmth and fragrance of a Linnea’s Lights candle, and revel in a
Maptote wine bag designed to carry ones favorite wine with ease to a dinner party or home
from the local wine store. When her holiday parties reach their conclusion, Companie de
Provence anniversary liquid soap will provide your favorite hostess with a personal spa‐like
moment.
Orange and Pear’s holiday items will wow even the most finicky foodie. NotNeutral
cappuccino cups enhance the espresso drinking experience with their ergonomic design‐
taking into account the physical dynamics of the pour and well as the sip. Chinese Zodiac
wine stoppers are so alluring they entice the foodie to cork a bottle of wine before she is
done for the night. It’s almost too difficult to decide if the Thomas Paul ornithology plates
should be used as part of daily life, or displayed as wall art to enjoy from afar.
Enchant a new mother with Blind Mice socks, ingeniously sold in packets of three or five.
Socks have a million ways of evading us, so why fight it? Smiling Planet baby plates live up to
their name with beautifully designed 70s inspired patterns printed on 100% recycled and
100% recyclable materials. Zebi burpies take vintage inspired prints and merge them with
unbleached cotton and linen, creating instant baby cool.
Along with every Orange and Pear item comes the pride of knowing you have selected a gift
that is both beautiful and elevates the daily living experience. All the pieces at Orange and
Pear are lovingly selected by ‘gallerist’ Jennifer Hassell, and wrapped by hand using carefully
selected materials catered to each gift. A purchase from Orange and Pear not only creates a
more beautiful living experience for the recipient, but also creates a more beautiful world as
one percent of proceeds are donated to various environmental initiatives.

www.orangeandpear.com

